
« when sex was safe and motor racing was dangerous » 
(Jack Brabham, World Champion 59 – 60 & 66) 



The ARPIEM Collection is inspired by these 
emotions, and consists of 4 models referring to 
sport racing personnalities of the 60’s and 70’s. 

The result is an original design for a quality but 
affordable racing watch. The Tribute is unique 
using shapes, words, numbers and colors 
finding their meanings in these memories of the 
motor racing world of the 60's - early 70‘s.  

Vincent REPOUX, the creator of ARPIEM, is a 
race fan, and his emotions are mainly driven by 
sounds, colors and smells, making of him a true 
aficionados of the romantic period of the motor 
racing in the 60's and the 70's.  



FEATURES 
• diameter = 41 mm 
• thickness = 12,5 mm / strap lug to lug = 20 mm 
• swiss quartz RONDA Z50 quartz chronograph 
• stainless 316L steel case 
• Triple layer dial  

• waterproof 5ATM – 50 m 
• domed crystal glass saphirre quality 
• date at 6 hours 
• metal presentation box 
• deployment buckle on leather and silicone 

straps 

  

Kickstarter campaign price = 179 € 

 

estimated public launch price = 269 € 

  



ARPIEM Tribute TJW 
 

The TJW is dedicated to the emblematic racing team manager John Wyer who reigned over 
endurance racing in the late 60's early 70's and who introduced the famous blue and orange colors 
that became iconic. On the dial of the TJW, the index #24 refers of course to the 24 hours, duration of 
the most famous endurance races, and the written mention to the race tracks where they were 
taking place. 



ARPIEM Tribute TBML :   
 

The TBML model is a tribute to the new zealander driver Bruce Mc Laren. Bruce died in 1970 as he was 
testing one of his race cars. 45 years later, his name remains famous in the racing industry.  
The orange is the original color of all Mac Laren cars. On the dial of the TBML model, the index #32 refers 
to the age he died, and the written mention refers to the Can-Am racing series, famous in the late 60's 
and early '70s, which was highly dominated by Mc Laren cars. The shape of the kiwi, symbolizing his 
country, on the top of the dial was also painted on his racing cars. 



ARPIEM Tribute TJC 
 
The TJC is an homage to Jim Clark, the mythic scottish world champion. His career is attached to 
Lotus Cars, known for their green and yellow livery. On the dial is printed the mention " Farmer - 
Racer ", reference to his origins that he never gave up. The index #24 is the total of his F1 wins. 



Graham Hill incarnates the romantism of the drivers of the sixties, gone away nowdays. The navy blue 
and white colors of the ARPIEM TGH are the colors of his helmet. This one was decorated with white 
"pencils" which are reproduced on the dial. The legend on the bottom of the dial recalls the famous 
"triple crown" he won. The index n°5 in red represents the number of his victories at Monaco GP. 
 

 ARPIEM Tribute TGH  
 



• Publishing a presentation of the watch on your 
media during the crowdfunding period with an 

invitation to visit the campaign with the link 
above 

 
• Receving and conducting a watch test once 

the production is completed (please contact 
us) 

 
      
  

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/617359867/254398204?ref=592047&token=7b593da2 

 

 

ARPIEM will be live on Kickstarter and will raise 
funds for the project between october 17th 
and november 16th. 
 

If you find the watch and the project 
attracting, your support will be most welcome. 
Your commitment is a key factor of the success 
of this initiative: 
  

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/617359867/254398204?ref=592047&token=7b593da2


 

ARPIEM - Vincent REPOUX 

13, avenue du Commandant d’Aussy 

33110 LE BOUSCAT 

FRANCE 

06 84 84 89 16 

v.repoux@rejostru.com 

 

 
Pictures : Arnaud Bertrande & Philippe Chéneau. 

In order to have full information on the watch: 
 

Link to ARPIEM video =  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4DuTcG8pMQ 
 
Link to pictures library = 
https://public.joomeo.com/albums/5bc0c55c8faec 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 www.facebook.com/Arpiem.watches/                                     

@arpiem_watches 
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